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Early CBS Transistors: Probably best known for its long-lived radio and television networks, the Columbia
Broadcasting System was also a manufacturer of electron tubes and semiconductors. The CBS “Hytron”
division was one of the original licensees of transistor technology from Western Electric, and began
producing germanium point contact transistors in 1953 – shown at top left are two early CBS pct devices,
the brown phenolic PT-2A and the silver cased PT-2S. Over the next decade, CBS manufactured an extensive
line of germanium transistors, with a very broad range of case styles and applications. The earliest CBS alloy
junction types appeared in 1953, and were designated as 2N36/37/38. Shown at top center is a silver-cased
oval 2N36 from 1953, a white-cased 2N36 from 1954 and a later mid-1950s silver-cased 2N38. The white
unit with the color coded marks is a PNP type HC-1, which was advertised as a computer transistor. Lower
performance units were labeled “HA-X” and were intended for use in hearing aids. The two rightmost units
are from the 2N18X series, introduced in 1956. The 2N184 is an NPN high frequency device intended for
computer applications and the 2N180 (far right) is a general purpose PNP transistor. CBS was a successful
manufacturer of 1950s germanium power transistors. The evolution of these types is illustrated by the
bottom row of devices, beginning with the HD197 dated 1954 at lower left. Highly successful were the
“stud-shaped” 2N156/57/58 line of power transistors and the “diamond-shaped” TO-3 cased 2N155/255
types, all introduced in the mid-1950s. These devices saw widespread use in commercial and military
applications where substantial power handling capability was required such as voltage converters, power
supplies, audio output and relay/magnetic drivers. CBS also had success as a second source manufacturer of
power transistors, such as the 2N539A and the 2N1100 above right. CBS did not make a successful transition
from germanium to silicon technology and exited the semiconductor business in 1962.
CBS major
contributions to germanium transistor technology included PNP alloy junction power transistors and NPN
alloy junction computer switching transistors.
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Additional CBS 1950s Transistor Types and Packaging: A very successful CBS semiconductor product line
was based on NPN alloy junction switching transistor technology. Shown at upper left is a CBS early
production switching device, the DT4-12, which was an early developmental version of the CBS industry
standard 2N438/38/40 line of computer transistors. CBS was also a second source manufacturer of many
computer transistor types, such as the 2N357 (JEDEC registered by General Transistor), the 2N1008
(Bendix), the 2N345 (Philco), and the 2N217 and 2N247 (RCA) – all shown above top. Shown in the lower
photo are examples of various CBS 1950s semiconductor packaging styles. In addition to transistors, CBS
manufactured germanium diodes, including detector and computer switching types – note the diode package
above from the early 1950s. Because of the very broad range of transistor types and case styles, and the
colorful and varied packaging examples, CBS germanium devices are highly collectable and represent an
important era in the development of transistor technology in the 1950s - especially noteworthy are
contributions in power transistor technology and computer switching technology.
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CBS-Hytron Transistor Manual: Above is the cover of a mid-1950s Transistor Manual, which provided seven
pages of detailed technical specifications and suggested schematics for the complete line of CBS transistors
available at that time. Note that only point contact transistors (internal construction diagram shown at top)
and low power PNP junction transistors (internal construction diagram shown at bottom) were manufactured
by CBS up to about 1956, when the first PNP power transistors and NPN computer switching devices were
developed. Regarding the transistors types shown above, the point contact technology was obsolete by 1955
and the HA-X types were sold exclusively to hearing aid manufacturers. The 2N36/37/38 types were
available to industry as general purpose low frequency amplifiers.
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2N36/37/38: CBS registered the 2N36, 2N37 and 2N38 line of transistors with JEDEC in May 1953. This
initial registration described an oval metal case for the transistors; a re-registration was submitted in June
1954, which defined an updated case type, shown above left, which was similar to the standard TO-1 case.
The spec sheet for this line of transistors states: “The CBS-Hytron 2N36, 2N37 and 2N38 PNP junction
transistors have similar characteristics except for current amplification and power gain. For dependability,
CBS-Hytron junction transistors are hermetically-sealed. They are moisture proof, contamination-proof,
and light-proof.” Frequency response was low (700 KC typical), so computer use was limited, although U.S.
patent 2,900,606 describes a multi-vibrator using 2N37 transistors.
GE’s similar product line, the
2N43/44/45 series, was much more robust with better controlled manufacturing tolerances and saw
substantially greater use in commercial computer and data processing applications.
DT4-12: This transistor type, shown above right, represents a developmental type of NPN germanium
switching transistor technology that CBS developed in the mid-1950s and introduced commercially beginning
with the 2N438/39/40 series in late 1957. Earlier work had been done with the 2N182/3/4 NPN series,
but these types were soon obsolete. The NPN germanium switching technology would become a major product
line for CBS, with many different types internally developed or second sourced. The DT4-12 was unique in
several respects, including the gold plated case and the in-house numbering scheme. CBS used both the “DT”
and “LT” part numbers for non-standard JEDEC “2N” types, and the DT series was extremely rare, with few
remaining examples. The meaning of “DT” is not documented but likely means either “Danvers Transistor”
(for the Danvers Ma. manufacturing site) or “Developmental Transistor”. The devices in this kit have
manufacturing date codes from 1957.
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First CBS Power Transistors: This mid-1956 ad illustrates the two major product lines of germanium power
transistors that were manufactured by CBS. Held in the hand are examples of the “stud-shaped”
2N156/57/58 product line, and slightly above the hand are examples of the larger “diamond-shaped”
2N155/2N255 product line. These types of power devices were widely used in commercial, industrial and
military applications for many years and were successful products for CBS – in addition, because of the
success of these CBS power transistor types, other semiconductor companies produced second source
versions of these devices.
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2N155: The 2N155 transistor was initially registered with JEDEC by CBS in June 1956, with the following
description: “CBS type 2N155 is a PNP alloy-junction germanium transistor specifically designed for the
output stage of automobile radios. This transistor has high power-handling capability coupled with high
current amplification.” Note the massive heat-sinking copper case used for the 2N155 shown above left.
The mid-1950s timeframe coincided with the development of “hybrid” auto radios, which used electron tubes
for the radio front ends and a single germanium power transistor for the audio output device. The 2N155
was the CBS entry for this commercial application. In February 1956, CBS updated the 2N155 JEDEC
registration to include specifications for low speed switching service - likely in an attempt to meet the
growing need for power transistors in computer applications. For example, the 1950s IBM transistor type
108 was cross-referenced to the 2N155. The 1958 Burstein-Applebee listed the 2N155 for $3.75.
2N156/158: Using a unique “stud-mounted” copper case, and providing excellent power handling capabilities,
the 2N156 (12V) and the 2N158 (28V) were very popular devices for such applications as servo amps, power
converters, and low speed power drivers. CBS registered these transistors initially with JEDEC in March
1956, and there were multiple JEDEC updates by CBS and other companies as late as 1971, indicating a
substantial market demand for these devices. The list of companies that provided second source versions
of these transistors includes Hughes, Kearfott Semiconductor, and Raytheon. These transistors were
suitable for a variety of low speed computer power switching applications - for example, U.S. patent
3,934,072, filed in 1958 and assigned to IBM, describes a magnetic core amplifier using 2N158s. A
photographic review of the development of these historic CBS transistors can be found in this Transistor
Museum article by Joe A. Knight.
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Early Ad for CBS NPN Computer Switching Transistors: This September 1957 ad from Electronics
magazine was one of the first public announcements of the availability of the new 2N438/39/40 line of CBS
NPN computer switching transistors. The engineers at CBS-Hytron must have been working overtime in the
mid-1950s in order to develop two completely new transistor product lines – PNP germanium power transistors
and NPN germanium computer switching transistors. Both these product types were very successful for CBS
until the early 1960s when silicon began to replace germanium technology.
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CBS NPN High Frequency Transistors: Shown at upper left is the cover of a 1957 CBS Hytron brochure
promoting their new 2N438, 2N439 and 2N440 line of NPN high frequency transistors. Two inserts from
this brochure are shown above, left with a suggested flip-flop circuit and right with a description of the
suitability of these devices for computer use. CBS offered a broad range of NPN germanium transistors
for computer use beginning in the late 1950s, and the price data shown above right is a partial listing of these
CBS types from a 1961 Radio-Electronic Master Catalog. These devices were expensive, with the $5.78
2N440 price equivalent to over $45 in 2014 prices. CBS entered the transistor manufacturing business in
the early 1950s, and produced a variety of types, including early point contact types, PNP alloy junction audio
types for hearing aids, NPN alloy switching types and PNP alloy power transistors. CBS exited the transistor
manufacturing business in 1962. For a few short years in the 1950s and early 1960s, CBS was a competitive
manufacturer of germanium computer transistors, and remaining devices well represent semiconductor
technology from the first decade of computer transistor development.
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2N385: Sylvania was the initial developer of the 2N385 and registered this device with the JEDEC industry
organization in July 1957, with the following description: “The Sylvania Type 2N385 is a hermetically sealed
NPN germanium – alloy junction transistor. It is designed especially for computer applications where a
moderate transistor gain is required”. This type of transistor is an example of the broad range of switching
devices developed in the mid to late 1950s by many semiconductor companies to address the expanding digital
computer market. And, as was often true for devices which were commercially successful, competing
companies would produce their own versions of these transistors. The 2N385 transistor shown above left
was developed by CBS around 1960 to compete with the Sylvania device. CBS was a primary second source
manufacturer of the 2N385.
2N438/39/40: This line of computer transistors was registered with JEDEC by CBS in December 1957 and
was successfully manufactured by CBS for several years and was also second-sourced by General Transistor,
Raytheon and Sylvania. The 2N438/39/40 devices have similar characteristics, except for switching speed
– the 2N438 has a cut-off frequency between 2.5 – 5 mc and the 2N440 can exceed 10 mc. These devices
were all manufactured on a common production line and then individually tested to confirm performance and
final device type labeling. Note the differences in the case styles between the 2N385 and the 2N438/39/40
transistors shown above. The 2N385 illustrates the more modern TO-5 case style, including the small case
tab for lead identification. The CBS 2N438/39/40 case is an earlier style, identified as TO-9, which was
common for mid-1950s transistors, prior to industry standardization in the 1960s on the TO-5. Also note
the differences in the header construction between these transistor types – there was little standardization
in transistor header construction and materials in the 1950s.
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Engineering Sample Requests (1232/LT-5007 and 7258/LT-5144): The manufacturing processes used
for the production of germanium transistors in the 1950s were not well understand, resulting in highly
variable performance, and it was common for companies to establish production lines based on a specific
technology and then use the “test and sort method” to identify and label transistors based on tested
performance. It was also common for transistor manufacturers to use a proprietary “in-house”
numbering/identification scheme for types which did not perform according to the more standard JEDEC
“2N” categories. Shown above are two types of CBS germanium NPN alloy junction transistors which were
labeled with proprietary numbers and which represent devices produced to meet customer sales requests
for performance characteristics that couldn’t be met with the existing CBS “2N” types. The unit at left is
from a production run to fill Engineering Sample Request Order #1232 in June 1961, also identified on the
device bulk packaging as CBS type LT-5007. The unit at right is from a production run to fill Engineering
Sample Request Order #7258 in March 1961, also identified on the bulk device packaging as CBS type LT5144. (Note: the “210” stamped on this transistor is the EIA code for CBS and the “113” is the date code,
week 13 1961). CBS used the in-house “LT” transistor identification code on quite a few 1950s transistor
types and sold these, either as part of a specific Sales Order, or as listed in industry catalogs if the type
was in demand. A similar approach to transistor identification codes was used by other early germanium
transistor manufacturers, including the “4JD” sequence for General Electric. The meaning of the “LT”
identification used by CBS isn’t documented but may be an acronym for “Lowell Transistor”, since the CBS
Semiconductor Operations facility was located in Lowell Massachusetts. There is no documentation to
identify the customers for the above shown Engineering Sample Requests, but CBS did supply Engineering
Samples in this same timeframe to Burroughs and NCR. These are very rare germanium computer transistors
with a unique historical background, with very few surviving examples.
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The Last CBS Transistors: Shown at left is a section of a CBS ad
in the January 1961 Proceedings of the IRE announcing the
availability from CBS of one of the leading germanium computer
transistor types of the time, the 2N501/501A. This type had been
invented and introduced by Philco several years earlier and the very
high switching speed achieved by the Philco MADT technology
ensured that the 2N501/501A would be widely used in digital
computers. Several transistor manufacturers, including Sprague,
General Instrument and CBS, rushed to introduce their own
versions of this popular device. By the late 1950s, CBS had
developed a broad range of germanium transistor types, and was
best known for its PNP power devices and NPN computer switching
types – the top image above is excerpted from an early 1960s CBS
brochure and illustrates the range of computer transistor types
available. CBS exited the transistor manufacturing business in
1962, after competing for over a decade with high performing and
historically important germanium devices. Raytheon took over the
CBS power transistor business and continued to manufacture these
devices for a few years, but CBS computer transistors all but
vanished from the market in 1962.
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